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Data Collection
Researcher Decision Point

What are various ways to
collect data?

Data Collection
• Structured
Interviews
• Closed or FixedResponse Interviews
• Semi-Structured
Interviews
• Informal,
Conversational
Interviews
• Walking Interviews

• Standardized, OpenEnded Interviews
• Topical Interviews
• Life History
Interviews
• In-Depth Interviews
• Evaluation
Interviews
• Focus Groups
• Collect Artifacts

• Arts Based
Interviews
• Photovoice / Photo
Elicitation
• Draw a Picture
• Make a Meal
Together
• Chose a Tarot Card
• Create RQ’s with the
community
• And many more…

Intentional Design of your RDM Interview Protocol
For types of interviews see Yin 141; Jones et al pg. 134

Focus Groups
Researcher Decision Points

•
•
•
•
•

Focus Group Protocol Development
Focus Group Participant Engagement
Before and After the Focus Group
Moderators Role
Observers Role

Adapted from Hall (2020) by alexander & Pasque (2020)

Focus Group Protocol Development
•

•

•
•
•

Introduce yourselves and observers, including
everyone’s role
Just like an interview, design the “arch of the focus
group” conversation from low – to medium – to high to low/medium risk questions, with concluding
remarks at the end
Ask open ended questions
Ask one question at a time
Ask clear questions and not leading questions
Adapted from Hall (2020) by alexander & Pasque (2020)

Focus Group Participant Engagement
Examples
• Ranking Exercises (rank individually then as a group)
• Vignettes (example – early childhood research study with Drs. Sarah Lang, Penny
Pasque & team in Human Sciences, OSU)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Listings or Brainstorming Activity
Rating (watch a video, word, picture and rate it)
Pile Sorting (sorting of cards or photographs)
Draw Pictures
Artifacts (For historical archive artifacts in focus groups, see Pasque, 2013)
Conversation between participants (vs. moderator to participant 1,
moderator to participant 2)
Adapted from Hall (2020) by alexander & Pasque (2020)

Before & After the Focus Group
Before:
• Recruitment, time, location, follow up, etc.
• Set up the room with the materials needed ahead of time (i.e., circle,
easel, consent forms, accessibility)
• Welcome everyone, nametags (i.e., pick your own pseudonym),
consent forms
• Introductions of everyone to each other
After
• Thank everyone and share resources and/or gift cards (per IRB)
• Send a thank you note (via email or US mail)
• Member checking, if applicable
Adapted from Hall (2020) by alexander & Pasque (2020)

Moderator Role/s
Researcher Decision Points
• What is the role of a moderator?
• If two moderators – define the role of each (i.e., does one ask all questions
and the other ask only probing questions; switch back and forth)?

•

•
•
•

Create a list of engaging comments for moderator to use in the
moment: “I appreciate your point. Does anyone else have a thought about that?”
Who keeps the group “on track” and in what ways is going “off track”
important for the study?
What happens when one participant takes up more airtime?
What happens when one participant does not speak?

Observer Role
Researcher Decision Points

•
•

•

What is the role of an observer?
Are there different roles for different observers (i.e., turn on
audio/video recorder, one focuses on nonverbals, another on verbal
interactions, another on conflicts)?
What are the ways the observer should take fieldnotes (i.e.,
only write on the left side of the paper, so the right side can be for
notes later; draw the seating & participant pseudonyms; computer –
is typing noise distracting)?

Resources: Focus Groups
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
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